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Saturday, June 11 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED ON THE EAGLE OF LIGHT BUS, DURING THE
JOURNEY FROM THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, AND THE CITY OF SANTA FE, ARGENTINA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

May the path of those who peregrinate in search of the Kingdom of God be always blessed and
illuminated by the Presence of the Creator.

Children, today I come to leave My guidance over all the groups that leave for the manifestation of
the Divine Plan. May the different missions that you carry out in these days rebuild the spirit of
unity among nations.

You must unite spiritually the peoples of Paraguay1 and Argentina, that one day, through the
consciousness of the Guaranis, were only one, without distinctions. May through the mission in
Europe you heal the wounds of separateness, wounds that have grown and that until nowadays make
many hearts suffer, mainly among the original peoples.

May among these three groups of work there be unity, a unity that transcends the apparent
difference between the goals that each group has to work for. A request from God is always full of
many mysteries, and the human consciousness can only encompass a part of what it represents.

Beloved children, may in your inner worlds be the firm determination of healing the past. May the
prayer groups of Europe place Paraguay and Argentina in their prayers in the following days, and
may these two nations unite in the essence of forgiveness, so that - through service and prayer - the
evil that ties the souls to states of misery and spiritual suffering can be liberated.

When praying and crying out for peace in Argentina, remember the unity among nations, remember
especially the original peoples and of awakening forgiveness in the hearts of everyone.

When serving in Paraguay, do it without a social identity, without a nationality, without a culture.
Do it as consciousnesses sent by Him who is One and who bears within everything. He in whom all
paths start and end.

Serve, children, recognizing human misery, but not fixating your hearts in it. Fixate yourselves in
the essence of each being. Concentrate yourselves in living unity. Remember your brothers and
sisters in Argentina and in Europe and, with a simple intention, let the Creator heal the past and
prepare for the future His Unity within the consciousnesses. Dispose yourselves, each day, to be
instruments of God and let yourselves be guided. The material need will be great, but the true
mission is on the levels of the spirit.

I bless you and unite you in the Heart of God, for you to recognize theses missions as one only
mission, in the name of the establishment of peace and redemption on this planet.

I leave you My Blessing.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph 
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1 Saint Joseph is referring to a mission that the Missionaries of Mary
         will do in Paraguay at the end of the of June of 2016

 


